As the manager of the new Moose Knuckles Factory, Atelier and Repair Shop, you will be responsible for
overseeing the hiring, training, and managing of the staff on the production line and within the facility.
Ensuring quality standards are met, while optimizing cost and time, you will play a key role in the success
of Moose Knuckles’ production.
Some of What You’ll Do:
• Manage operations in the Moose Knuckle factory, atelier and repair shop.
• Hire, train, schedule and supervise staff
• Plan and control production inputs and outputs in accordance with the production plan
• Use time studies to organize and optimize workflow
• Balance production line to optimize costs and output while ensuring that MK quality standards
are met
• Maintain in line and final quality assurance SOP and standards
• Create and maintain machinery SOP and maintenance schedule
• Ensure that operating health and safety standards are maintained
• Analyze factory production data and implement improvement strategies
• Create and submit production data reports
• Investigate root cause quality issues and provide solutions
• Control manufacturing costs to achieve budgeted expenses
• Work with Vietnam Office on identifying issues and recommending solutions
• Establish “best of breed” manufacturing processes for conversion and rollout to contractors
Some of What You’ll Need:
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Minimum 10 years of apparel factory management experience, preferably in outerwear
In depth knowledge in apparel manufacturing equipment
Experience in luxury brand manufacturing and quality standards
Ability to multitask and run factory, atelier and repair shop
Meticulous attention to details
Organizational and problem-solving skills
Strong leadership skills
Results driven and fiscally responsible
Ability to work cooperatively with Vietnam factory
Ability to train contractors on “best of breed” practices
Excellent communication skill, bilingualism an asset

